
REGULAR BEERS

Sunny Bavaria  ( Hefeweizen )
Deep golden in color, like sun in Bavaria, full of wheat malt, that 
brings silky smooth body ; intensely cloudy example of the style 
shows a strong banana & clove aroma with hints of citrus-zest.

12.2˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.4% Alcohol

T-wit  ( Belgian wit )
Our traditional Belgian-Style Witbier, with both malted and 
unmalted grain, for customary smoothness and haze, then spike 
it with curacao orange peel and coriander to deliver a complex, 
yet easy drinking and curiously refreshing brew.

12.5˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.5% Alcohol

Charles de Pils  ( Pilsner )
Bottom-fermented pilsner style lager has a clean/light, crisp, 
smooth maltiness balanced with gentle hop flavours, creating   
a satisfying and medium bodied beer with the medium 
bitterness. 

12˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.7% Alcohol

Love Potion  ( Apple Cider )
One fruit, that has big following around whole world and has 
many names and versions, is apple. Cider can be anything 
between sourish to fizzy Or finished with a different fruit. 

11.5˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.5% Alcohol

Milky Way  ( Cream Stout )
A sumptuous blend of roasted malts and gentle hops, 
suggestive of toffee, coffee and chocolate. Our Milky Way 
belongs to Cream (originally called Milk) Stouts, usurped the 
long-popular porter. The style can mean only one thing, that 
there has been an addition of sweet and unfermentable lactose. 
Nitro-infused Stout

11.5˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.0% Alcohol

SEASONAL BEERS

Cricket Pale Ale  ( Pale Ale )
Top fermented, dry-hopped ale and unfiltered for maximum 
flavor. Pale in color, delivering layered hop flavors and a solid 
malt profile they are fermented at higher temperatures due to 
historical reasons

11.5˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.5% Alcohol

IPL  ( Indian Pale Lager )
A non-traditional beer style, clean and Hoppy Lager with a crisp, 
snappy finish. Bright hop notes of citrus, passion fruit, mango and 
pineapple.

12.1˚  Plato Original Gravity

4.5% Alcohol

Dark Shadow  ( Coconut Porter )
Our Coconut Porter is a classic robust porter spiced with all natural 
toasted coconut with tan and creamy head. It begins with a malty-
toasted-coconut aroma followed by a rich, silky mouth feel with tastes 
of dark malt, chocolate and hints of coffee.

11.5˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.0% Alcohol

Free Diving  ( Lavender White IPA )
Brewed with lavender, this white IPA starts with a floral and fruity note 
which transitions to lavender before finishing with a hoppy bite. 
Medium to high in bitterness, dry finish IPA.

11.7˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.25% Alcohol

Kiki Punch  ( Kokum Cider )
Refreshing and easy-to-drink cider gives you a sweet fizzy punch ;  
Gentle cumin aroma subtle the taste with the hint of spices ; Slightly 
hazy appearance.  It never weighs you down, making it the perfect 
drink choice. 

12.8˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.0% Alcohol

Hail the Sun  ( Pineapple Saison )
Refreshing easy drinking beer, with the hint of pineapple. Subtle malt 
character lingering behind the fruity citrusy aroma. Medium-bodied 
beer with medium bitterness is perfect for Saison lovers.

12.0˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.40% Alcohol

Driftwood IPA  ( Saison IPA )
High flying funky flavors are deftly balanced with citrus hops, landing 
softly with clean and  dry finish. Hoppy IPA fermented with saison 
yeast, high bitterness with fruity aroma like mango, lemon, guava, 
pineapple. .
This beer give you a drift!

11.4˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.00% Alcohol

Four brussAle  ( Belgian Saison )
Classic styled saison with subtle hop flavor. Pale to golden in colour 
with low bitterness and high carbonation. This type was originated as 
summer time beer in Belgium. 

11.8˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.3% Alcohol

India's first brewery with own 24 handcrafted beers on tap.

300ml Glass                       295
500ml Glass                  475
1.5 Liter Pitcher            1300
2 Liters Self serve KEG     1750
5 Liters Self serve KEG     4100



Black Widow  ( Black Hefeweizen )
A traditional aroma greet you with banana and clove. The body 
takes a complex twist with light roast flavors co-mingling with 
dark chocolate notes. The flavors are complementary to each 
other and balanced. This beer is deceptively light and easy to 
drink.

12.3˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.35% Alcohol

Null Skull  ( NEIPA )
New England IPA is opaque and cloudy in appearance; NEIPA is 
more often characterized by restrained bitterness, intense 
aromatics and juicy hop character.

11.9˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.45% Alcohol

Coco-Calm  ( Coconut Saison Ale )
Top Fermented, Pale to golden in colour, Medium-bodied 
refreshing easy drinking saison.  Hint of coconut brings out a 
rich, nutty, earthy flavor makes you calm!

12.3˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.5% Alcohol

Mozart's Magic  ( Vienna Lager )
Soft, elegant malt complexity is in the forefront, some toasted 
character from the use of Vienna Malt, with a slight biscuity or 
nutty aspect. Fairly dry finish, with both malt and hop bitterness 
present in the aftertaste. Medium bodied with a gentle 
creaminess.

12.5˚  Plato Original Gravity

4.4% Alcohol

Citronova  ( Lemongrass White IPA )
Medium to high bitterness, hazy deep-golden coloured IPA with 
light citrusy flavor and hint of lemongrass with  fruity notes 

11.6˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.3% Alcohol

Nit-wit  ( Citra Wheat )
Pours slightly hazy golden yellow with white head that retains 
well. This is a American wheat ale that has been hopped with 
citra. This wheat ale is hardly bitter, medium to full bodied with 
slightly sharp carbonation.

11.7˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.25% Alcohol

HITL(ag)ER  ( Helles )
Traditional German pale lager beer unfiltered light bodied lager 
with a pre-dominantly hoppy aroma and with noble old world 
hops from Saaz. Dry and refreshing ”Wiener Helles” resembles 
German Pilsners. 

11.4˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.1% Alcohol

Unicorn  ( Spiced Saison )
Top Fermented golden in colour, Medium-bodied easy drinking 
saison with low bitterness. Hint of mild spices and sweetness of 
tropical fruits brings out a rich and fruity flavor.

11.9˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.2% Alcohol

Pinocchio  ( Pina Colada Ale )
Not similar to Pina colada cocktail, but it's very fizzy and 
refreshing beer with hint of pineapple and coconut, vanilla and 
rum. Our Pina colada ale is a tropical infusion that will make you 
feel like you are at Beachbay.

12.8˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.8% Alcohol

Red Baboons  ( Amber ale )
American ale copper amber colored brew with a white head. 
Aromas of caramel malt complexity and citrusy mouth feel with 
medium bitterness.  American Amber brings a nice balance of 
hop and malt. The flavor profile is incredibly smooth, with more 
caramel, along with a touch of biscuit followed by a clean finish. 

11.7˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.25% Alcohol

Yellow Belly  ( Basmati Blonde )
This blonde beer made from basmati rice and Czech pilsner 
malt ; Basmati gives its lightness, color & aroma and pilsner 
gives it's malty character, the combination of which results in a 
perfect easy drinking beer.  

13.3˚ Plato Original Gravity

4.65% Alcohol

Government taxes extra, as applicable. We levy 10% service charge

Lagers 
Helles
Pilsner
Vienna Lager
IPL

IPAs
Lavender White IPA
Lemongrass White IPA
NEIPA
Saison IPA

Wheat
Hefeweizen
Belgian Wheat
Black Hefeweizen
Citra Wheat

American Ale & Porter
Amber Ale
Pale Ale
Basmati Blonde 
Coconut Porter

Fruity & Floral
Apple Cider
Kokam Cider
Coconut Saison
Pina Colada Ale

Saison
Coconut Saison
Belgian Saison
Spiced Saison
Pineapple Saison

Beer Flights : (125 ML Each)              480
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